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01 RUINART

RUINART
& CONTEMPORARY ART
A LONG STORY
The House of Ruinart was created during the Enlightenment, an intellectual
movement that made an immense contribution to the French art of living.
Developing and exporting it is therefore very natural for our House founded
in 1729.
It has carried out this mission showing courage and modernity in its
choices throughout its history. The decision, in 1896, to commission a
well-known Czech illustrator, Alfons Mucha, to design the first advertising
poster to proclaim the quality of a champagne, is a fine example.
Since then, the connection between Ruinart and art has remained
a strong one. The champagne House maintains close ties with
contemporary art, multiplying commissions with well-known artists and
supporting leading art fairs throughout the world. This involvement
amounts to a true commitment for Ruinart.

Preparing champagne is similar to an artistic performance.
The success of the endeavour depends on Frédéric Panaïotis, a true artist:
the Cellar Master who, year after year, transmits his mastery, expertise and
technique.
The creation of champagne follows a process similar to that of a work of art:
material: choosing and blending Chardonnay juices
colour: nuanced shades of bronze or a rosé palette
appearance: dazzling texture and fine bubbles
aesthetic experience: pure noble lines for the bottle
seduction: elegant and fresh sensory notes.
Like an artist, the Cellar Master appeals to our senses and emotions.
We lose all notion of time and rational behaviour and enter a dream.
For these contemporary artists, Ruinart is a source of limitless
inspiration. Its history, creativity, and worldwide reputation, as well as its
constant search for perfection make it a favoured subject for these artists,
whatever their mode of expression.

BLANC DE BLANCS BY
HUBERT LE GALL
The new limited edition of Ruinart Blanc de Blancs bears the signature of
Hubert Le Gall, the French artist and scenographer. Golden fine upstrokes
and wide downstrokes flow over the immaculate whiteness of the coffret.
An emblematic line in time interrupted only when the giftbox is opened.
Time then stands still. The bottle makes its appearance and immediately
the light plays on its transparency, revealing the golden reflections of the
champagne.
A tribute to the radiant brilliance of the Chardonnay, the symbolic grape of
this cuvée. With its exceptional aromatic freshness, Ruinart Blanc de Blancs
is a subtle union of elegance and lightness.
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WHAT IS YOUR PRINCIPAL
INSPIRATION?

WHAT IS YOUR PRINCIPAL FAULT
AND YOUR PRINCIPAL QUALITY?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE WAY
OF DRESSING ?

Is an artist-artisan working during the glorious

Art and human creation in all its forms.

People find me in too much of a hurry,

My days are spent going back and forth between

he has all the qualities that I like in the decorative

I find nature restful and it enables me to recharge

too impulsive or even impatient.

the studio and meetings. I need to wear clothes

arts: know-how of unique quality and lots

my batteries but I do not draw on it for my work.

I am entirely optimistic. I hardly ever look back.

that are both comfortable and elegant.

of imagination.

I erase, move on, forgive and forget.

I therefore always dress the same, in jeans with

And if the term designer only applies

a blue shirt. On the other hand, I like to change

to my contemporaries, Ettore Sottsass is certainly

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
OCCUPATION?

my shoes and watches.

someone whose work is always interesting.

Working on something enjoyable.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
ANIMAL?

WHO IS YOUR FAVOURITE ARTIST?

The rabbit with large ears. When I look at

I always try to visit the room with Claude Monet’s

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
VIRTUE?
For a designer : sincerity, even if it is mistaken.

period of Pompei one? At any rate,

WHAT IS YOUR ULTIMATE
LUXURY?

I don’t have time for anything else.

Silence ! Increasingly rare…

my work I see them everywhere: in a candlestick,

Nymphéas in the Musée de l’Orangerie. I think this

I do not like noisy people or things and I prefer not

WHICH COUNTRY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO LIVE IN?

a mirror, an armchair. There must surely

is one of the most beautiful works in the world,

to go near them and prefer to do without them.

In a France that sparkles!

be an explanation...

music for the eyes, the foundation of modern art.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
QUALITY IN A WOMAN?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
COLOUR?

WHAT IS YOUR IDEAL MENU?
The chef’s surprise! I like being surprised

WHAT WOULD YOUR IDEAL
HOLIDAY BE ?

Elegance when it is natural.

This is a subject about which I don’t joke!

and I hate menus with endless choice. In a menu,

With close friends for laughing and sharing,

Colour and volume are closely related.

I always choose something I don’t know.

or alone with paper, pencils and pieces of string.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
QUALITY IN A MAN?

Don’t mention one to me without mentioning

Calm in all circumstances.

everywhere.

the other. I like all colours but certainly not

It’s impossible to mention just one.

I like to feel surrounded, but I keep a lot of time

WHAT BOOK WOULD YOU LIKE TO
HAVE ON YOUR BEDSIDE TABLE?

for tinkering alone.

When I was younger it was the daisy with the five

WHO IS YOUR FAVOURITE
DESIGNER ?

WHO WOULD YOU CELEBRATE
GOOD NEWS WITH, AND WITH
WHAT WOULD YOU CELEBRATE
IT?

petals that you tear off; I made some tables.

How far back does the term designer go?

With the first onlooker as long as there was chilled

I prefer auction sale catalogues.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST
ABOUT YOUR FRIENDS?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
FLOWER?

The good they do me! Each in their own way,
because nobody gives us the same thing.

champagne !
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THE GLASS
CALENDAR
Hubert tells a story of Ruinart, the oldest champagne house, a story that
has its origins in the vineyards of Champagne. His first ideas for his work
came to him wandering through the Sillery vineyards in the Montagne de
Reims, a traditional vineyard of the House.
Hubert’s work as an artist is inspired by symbols. His works always tell
a story, original and full of fantasy, a mirror image of his own personality.
In the vineyards, he discovered Chardonnay, the grape variety that
symbolizes the House. Hubert’s work is always full of colour and he loves
this grape’s wide range of colours that change as the seasons pass, moving
through different shades of green to gold. The sun’s rays strengthen
the grape’s deep transparency and luminosity which we also find
in the House’s iconic cuvée: Blanc de Blancs.

HUBERT LE GALL’S
WORK NARRATES
STORIES

MADE AT
BERENGO STUDIO
IN COLLABORATION
WITH FONDAZIONE
BERENGO

THROUGH HIS WORK, HUBERT
ALSO WISHED TO PAY TRIBUTE
TO THE NOTION OF TIME
Time is needed, season after season and year after year, to prepare the

When Hubert considered glass for expressing his vision of the House of

champagne. The weather also provides clues to the vineyard workers

Ruinart, Murano with its master glassmakers, immediately seemed the

several times a day for anticipating the attentions that they will bestow on

obvious place for him to work. Their ancestral expertise is as old as that of

the vines.

our champagne House and like ours is recognized worldwide. The choice
of master glassmaker was evidently important as well, as this artisan would

Lastly, looking at the perfect, unending line of vines, they understood the

have to materialize Hubert’s ideas and drawings. Eventually, the Berengo

extent to which the work of men is equally essential. Champagne is the final

Studio was chosen as it works with leading contemporary artists.

outcome of acknowledged and noble expertise.
Hubert pays tribute to the passage of time, marked by the rhythm
This collaboration – an extraordinary experience for Hubert - provided him

of the seasons and the work of man, through this series of 12

with the opportunity to work with a new material. The beauty of glass is

sculptures that each represents a month of the year. The vine

derived from its imperfections, roughness and air bubbles. It is a material

becomes a symbol around which the seasons flow at a constant rate,

which reflects the Chardonnay, offering ideal transparency, with the play

bringing the transformations needed for the birth of champagne. Man and

of light and numerous possibilities to explore a wide range of colours.
Hubert wanted to create a colourful, joyful, bright and lively work to reflect
the champagne revealing its elegance through its colour, luminosity and
effervescence.

nature are at the heart of this beautiful artistic story.
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JANUARY
The sky is low and heavy. The vine is covered by a soft white coat of snow that accumulates at its feet. Nature
is sleeping. In the cold light, a silhouette is making the most of this peace to prune the vine, a long, painstaking
task which he is enjoying despite the biting cold.

FEBRUARY
The pruning continues in order to make the sap rise. This sap feeds the plant: the vine is weeping. Hubert has
represented its tears with blue drops that defy the winter. The snow is transformed into an icy, gleaming coat.
From time to time a ray of sunlight pierces the frost, casting its bright light onto the vine.

MARCH
Man, ever present in the vineyard, prepares the vine’s growth linking its branches and stalks.
He guides it so that it will give the best of itself, preparing it to receive everything it will need for its development,
in particular sun and water. Like a vessel, it is ready to receive the essence of life.

APRIL
This work symbolizes the reassertion of life as the vine slowly emerges from winter. The buds begin
to burst. A tender green color, the rising sap expands at the base of the vine. The buds swell, evoking
the translucent beauty of new life.

MAY
The swallows have arrived and are circling happily in the sky. The days are lengthening as spring awakens and
nature blossoms. The delicate shoots reveal the nascent bunches whose transparency and roundness already
evoke the elegant finesse of Blanc de Blancs. The vine continues to hold itself back, however. Taking time is
essential. The vineyard worker disbuds, discarding the shoots that have few or no grapes in order to retain
only the very best.

JUNE
The time for flowering and development has arrived. The vine is exploding, its growth now accelerating,
and it will need to be tamed and trained by man. The sun darts its rays at each plant, sparkling on the stones
that cover the ground between the rows of vines; Hubert has conveyed the silver reflections that lend the vine
its iridescence. The vine converses with its surroundings.

JULY
The flowering gives way to the fruit set during which the flower is transformed into seeds. The vine
is capped by a transparent yellow bell that envelops it like an incubator while the sun breathes life into
it. The container at the base shows the extent to which the vine is opening up to receive everything
it needs to nourish itself and develop.

AUGUST
The wood of the vine has completely disappeared beneath the abundance of leaves and fruit. As far as the eye
can see, green waves have spread across the slopes of Champagne. The seed is reaching maturity, attaining
its full size and changing colour. Man remains very attentive. He places the vine under a bell like a reliquary,
observing it carefully. These final moments before the harvest are absolutely crucial. The vine needs sun
and water. These drops, so essential to its growth, are represented by the transparent spheres that crown
the sculpture. The luminous yellow cup represents the sun and its beneficial effects.

SEPTEMBER
The long awaited moment has at last arrived: the harvest. Throughout the vineyard swarms of
harvesters, like bees, are picking the grapes that will later become champagne. Juice flows from the
fine golden bunches, already effervescent before it reaches the glass. Likewise is Hubert’s work with
his choice of glass dotted with small bubbles and whose transparency evokes that of Blanc de Blancs.
It is topped by bubbles that suggest the sparkling wine dancing in the glass for our delight.

OCTOBER
The vine withdraws into itself, the leaves curling up and falling, revealing the wood once again. Man does not
interfere. He observes the colours as they change from green to ochre.

THE BEAUTY OF GLASS
IS DERIVED FROM
ITS IMPERFECTIONS,
ROUGHNESS AND AIR
BUBBLES

NOVEMBER
The movement towards the ground accelerates. Everything is falling, absorbed by the ground. The vine will be
nourished by this providential fertilizer. The vineyard worker begins to shape the vine by pruning it.

DECEMBER
Time stands still. The vine is closing up like a box to hibernate. Everything darkens, losing its transparency.
Each plant builds up its strength awaiting rebirth.

Discover more on Hubert Le Gall and his interpretation of Blanc de Blancs
on www.ruinart.com/hubertlegall
All press material including videos, press kits and pictures available for download
at: www.ruinart.com/press
Follow Ruinart on Facebook (www.facebook.com/ruinart), Instagram (@ruinart)
and join the conversation with our Cellar Master and Winemaker on Twitter (@CarnetsRuinart)
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Jean-Christophe Laizeau
press@ruinart.com
- PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY WINE IN MODERATION - WWW.WINEINMODERATION.COM
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